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Our establishment gives to its students the opportunity of having the exam of TÖMER 
within the building of “Akdemistanbul”, via public (government) universities which 
are contracted with our establishment. By this feature, our establishment is consid-
ered as one of the rarest centers that hold TÖMER Exam of public universities.

TÖMER Exam within the premises of Akdemistanbul

The opportunity of receiving an intensive learning is available for those students 
willing to get a preparatory study in order to join the Turkish governmental universi-
ties. Free consultations about Turkish public universities are also provided to 
students by the office of university services at our establishment.

YÖS Exam for Acceptance at Turkish Public University

Akdemistanbul presents an opportunity of private learning to the groups coming 
from outside of Turkey during the summer term. As well, Akdemistanbul provides 
them some facilities, including reception at the airport, residence, food services and 
tours in the touristic and historical areas in Istanbul, in addition to a weekend 
program full of trips. Every summer, groups of about 1000 students - from Tunisia, 
Algeria, Morocco, Jordan, Lebanon, and Egypt- enjoy learning Turkish language in 
Akdemistanbul courses, which last for 4 weeks.

Special Learning Packages for Groups Coming 
from abroad During Summer

Our teachers of Turkish do many speaking activities with the students and take part 
in our students’ cultural integration, studying with Turkish students in the Arabic 
language courses at our establishment; thus, the teachers provide language learn-
ing for the students within the original environment of the language, via activities 
out of the classroom.

Lessons in our center are held by a young, active and practical teaching team 
through a student-centered approach, aiming to make the students use the 
language interactively.

Activities and Conversation

After passing the final exams at the end of courses, a certificate of completion and 
achievement is given to our students. Then after finishing the sixth level, our 
students can -if they would like to- take the Turkish language exam held by the 
Ministry of National Education during the period of granting formal certifications.

Turkish Language Exam Held by Ministry of 
National Education



The most advantageous characteristic of learning Turkish at Akdemistanbul is that 
the lessons depend on many practices and activities, far from drowning students in 
linguistics; because the teachers give the students the required amount of grammar 
only. Then, they convey the grammatical templates to the students by many example, 
including sentences and dialogues. Thus, a practical application is used for every 
subject in the classroom. Teachers also urge our students to compose sentences 
and present them with different subjects through dialogue texts.

Moreover, the lessons of our course curriculum contain subjects about basic gram-
mar, composition, dictation, listening, conversation, text reading and comprehen-
sion. In addition, these lessons pay attention to presenting the students with the four 
language skills at equal and synchronous levels.

Those who would like to learn Turkish language take a placement test prepared by 
our establishment. Then, their levels get determined via an oral test held after the 
writing test.

The Advantages of Learning Turkish at Akdemistanbul

Placement Test

Our establishment is teaching the curriculum of “Istanbul” book for Turkish 
language learning. The students are supplied by our establishment with supportive 
educational materials which have enrichment and high quality and prepared at the 
press and publishing branch of our establishment. Our Turkish curricula consist of 
six educational levels; the first four of them are given as a package of 100 study 
hours for each, while the final two levels are given as a high-level study curriculum 
of Turkish language in 80 study hours for each level. Thus, the total study hours of 
the six courses is 560 hours; each has 45 minutes.

Our program is applied within 6 different periods: 4 of these are during working 
weekdays, while 2 of them are on the weekends, scheduled as follows:

Applied Curricula and Course Time Distribution
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8 weeks12 hoursSat., Sun.14:15-19.15SECOND



In our establishment, which teaches according to the principle of “As the Native 
Language”, the Turkish language lessons are held interactively and communicative-
ly, via the method of “teaching without a mediating language”, supported by techni-
cal means and a student-centered approach. Akdemistanbul aims to bring the 
students acquiring the four basic language skills; as it is a language learning center 
where students joyfully learn, having lingual activities inside and outside the estab-
lishment.

Regarding the number of teachers alongside the students who receive the services 
of our establishment, Akdemistanbul is considered as the biggest Turkish language 
center in Turkey among the language learning centers affiliated with the Ministry of 
National Education. Moreover, interactive educational materials are used in our 
teaching system, which is applied by a %100 use of Turkish language from the first 
lesson. This is processed by a skillful academic team whose members are Turkish 
Language and Literature graduates and Turkish Language Academy graduates. In 
addition to that, we give the opportunity of attending a “trial lesson” to those who 
intend to take our courses at our center and want to check the quality of our teach-
ing. They can do that by visiting our establishment at any time they want and partici-
pate in one of our classes which is being held continuously. Thus, they can have their 
decision in a more easy and peaceful way.

Akdemistanbul that successfully launched and continues its online Turkish 
Language Education courses, after the huge demands from its students who isn't 
able to find an opportunity to go to a language course, live outside of Istanbul or 
Turkey and have no language course with high quality in nearby places but want to 
learn and continue learning Turkish. .

Those who cannot find time to go to a language course to learn Turkish and those 
who want to learn Turkish at more affordable prices can benefit from these educa-
tions no matter where they live.

Online Turkish Language Educations

   

   

   

“Akdemistanbul” Language Academy, which has been providing its services since 
2009, has a reputation as one of the establishments in Turkey that pioneered teach-
ing the Turkish Language to the foreign students.

Our establishment is more interested in the human service-oriented investment 
than anything else. We are  determined to continue with providing the best service 
in language education field with motto of “New Language, New Person”; since it is 
providing a wide range of services related to teaching Arabic and Turkish languages.

Turkish Language Courses


